
                                            

TOPIC: SDG Goal 5 (Gender Equality)
HOUSE: Shakti House (Class -VIII)
DATE: th, 

April 25 2023

      “It is time that we all see gender as a spectrum instead of two
 sets of opposing ideals.”

The students of class VIII presented a thought-provoking assembly on the topic 
th

Gender Equality on 25 April, 2023. The assembly commenced with a mime act, a 

nonverbal action, to promote impartiality and adumbrate people to remove barriers 

between women and followed by prayer to invoke the presence of Lord men 

Almighty. The thought of the day sensitized everyone on gender equality and its 

importance. A pep talk on the topic provoked the audience to think and raise their 

voice against the gender inequality incidences happening in their day-to-day life. 

An enthralling poem recited by Manya Singh made each and every one spell bound.  

Presentation to elaborate the True meaning of EQUALITY followed by a 

spectacular NUKKAD NATAK grabbed the attention of audience and motivated 

them to come forward to bring the change in the society. A mesmerizing dance 

performance enthralled all and forced them to tap their feet with the participants. 

Assembly was concluded by singing the National Anthem.

Credits:

Anchors: Vinamr Sharma (VIII A), Mahi Jain (VIII A)
Thought of the day: Jashan Vohra (VIII A)
News Headlines: Tanish Bisht (VIII A)
Octad Presentation: Atharv Shandilya (VIII D), Aarav Arora (VIII B), Daksh 

Kumar (VIIIC),Tanish Bisht(VIIIA), Aarush Sharma(VIIID), Anant Garg (VIII A), 

Divyam Singh (VIII D), Namanpreet Singh (VIII E)
Mime: Ansh Kumar (VIII E)
Dance Performance: Sansrita Archismati (VIII D), Kanishka Arora (VIII D), 

Mahnoor (VIIIE), Navya Jain (VIIID), Adrija Kapoor (VIIIB), Vaishnavi Ray 

(VIII E)
Nukkad Natak : Mehul Goyal (VIII A), M. Mukesh (VIII B), Divyanshu (VIII E), 

Shaurya Duklan (VIIIC), Inzamam Ul Haque (VIII A),  Kavya Chaudhary (VIII C), 

Virat Chaudhary (VIII E), Ansh Kumar (VIII E)
Guitar: Vibhor Jain(VIII E)
Drums: Anmol Srivastava (VIII E)

ASSEMBLY REPORT



TOPIC: Save Earth, Save a Life, Save us all
HOUSE: Jagriti House(Class-VI)
DATE: th, 

April 18 2023

“Earth rejoices our words, breathing and peaceful steps. Let 
every breath, every word and every step make the mother earth 

proud of us.”

nd
22  April is celebrated as Earth Day. To remind this to the world, the students of 

thClass VI Jagriti House 18  April 2023 from  conducted a morning assembly on  on 
the theme 'SAVE EARTH, SAVE A LIFE, SAVE US ALL’.
The assembly began by seeking the blessings from Lord Almighty followed by an 
inspirational thought on the theme. To keep all of us updated about what is 
happening in and around the world, news reader shared the current happenings. 
Further, a motivational speech was presented to let us realize our responsibilities 
towards earth. A rhythmic poem was presented emphasizing that earth is the 
only planet where life exists and we must take care of it which was followed by a 
melodious song. The rockstars of Jagriti house presented an energetic dance 
performance reflecting different emotions to save mother earth. Last but not the 
least a skit was presented to show how important is to save our earth to save our 
life. Assembly culminated by singing the National Anthem. 

Credits:

Anchor: Tirth Gaur, Tanvi Joshi (VI B) 

Thought: Aarav Thakur, Suhanshah (VI A) 

News: Parth Tyagi (VI C)

Speech: Vivaan Verma (VI C)

Poem: Akshat Thakur (VI B)

Song: Maahir Chopra (VI A), Mehul Arya, Arush Bisht, Medhansh Thakur, 

Akshat Thakur (VI B), Yashi Gupta (VI C), Arnav Gupta, Divyansh Singh (VI D)

Dance: Shanaya Singhal (VI A), Shraddha Swain, Sanvi Kumari, Aahana Singh 

(VI B), Ankita Bisht, Ananya Thakur (VI C), Rizul Gautam, Swati Pallavi (VI D)

Skit: Aditya, Abhivadya Bharadwaj, Syad Mohd. Adeev (VI A), Mehul Arya (VI 

B), Divyansh Raj (VI C), Russi Prayag Solanki, Swati Pallavi, Bhaumik (VI D)



TOPIC: Health is Wealth
HOUSE: All Houses (Class-VI to VII)
DATE: 

th, April 11 2023

“Look to your health; and if you have it, praise God and value it next to conscience; for health is 

the second blessing that we mortals are capable of, a blessing money cannot buy.”

Ralli International school marked the by presenting an assembly on the topic Health is Wealth on   'World Health Day' 

April 11,2023. Students of all houses of middle wing marked the occasion by spreading the awareness about being healthy 

through their zealous efforts. Aashi Goyal of class VIII A hosted the assembly with great fervour. The assembly started 

with the prayer by choir group that filled each heart with gratitude, followed by news and thought of the day. An 

inspirational speech was presented by Anindya of class VIII A that mesmerized each and every one present there. A 

passionate dance performance forced everyone to stamp their feet on the tunes which was followed by a melodious song 

presented by the students showcasing the importance of health in our life. Assembly was concluded by singing the 

National Anthem. Children participated enthusiastically in the assembly and made it a great success.

Credits:

Dance-Jahnvi( 8A), Tanirika Saraf (8C), Tanishka Tiwari(8B), Rajita Ghosh, Ashmeet Kaur (8D), Mitakshi (7C), Aditi 

(8C), Aashi Upadhyaya (7E), Aditi Arya(8E), Jiya Suri(8C)

Song- Animesh Yadav (8C), Harsh Sharma(8C), Samar Joshi(8B), Aarav Gautam(8E), Arjav Jain(8E), Advay Negi(8A), 

P. Shree Veda Kruthi(7E), Arvi Pandey(7D), Paridhi Sharma(7C), Siddhi Kulasari(7C), Riddhi Kulasari(7A), Bhargavi 

Singh(7C), Desna Bhagat(7B), Drishti Pathak(7A)
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